New PrimAir™ Return Air Bulkhead Features and Benefits
Feature

Benefit

Additional Information

Lowest pressure drop

Most efficient unit operation of any one piece
RABH

By reducing the pressure drop across the RABH the
refrigeration unit works less to move air

Larger, specially shaped air intakes

Reduces resistance to air movement making the
unit operate more efficiently

HDPE material

High Density Polyethylene is durable and food safe

Both the White and Black RABH are made from HDPE

Hinged design

Allows access to evaporator for service without
removing entire RABH

Refrigeration unit evaporator can be accessed by
removing two screws and pulling down top of RABH
The flexible top section bends as needed to close off
top of RABH to refrigeration unit

Optional debris screen

Adapts to unit regardless of how far into the trailer
it sticks without cutting
Prevents damage to RABH, refrigeration unit, and
front wall of trailer by stopping pallets during
loading
Prevents plastic wrap and other debris from
blocking the evaporator coil for improved unit
efficiency

White colored RABH option

Matches interior of trailer for cleanest appearance

Pallet stops are made of durable HDPE
These optional debris screens can be ordered
preinstalled on either the white or black RABH. These
can also be ordered and installed separately.
Many customers like to be able to see if the interior
surfaces of their trailer are clean, making White the
best color choice

Black colored RABH option

Provides contrast to front wall which prevents
drivers hitting the front all

Some customers find this version easier to clean as dust
and dirt is hidden by the Black material

10 lbs. lighter than original PrimAir RABH

Easier to handle during installation

8.8” narrower than original PrimAir RABH

Easier to handle during installation

Flexible top section

Integrated pallet stops
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